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I-et u\ cowlder 3 fimte mf semilattice G lvlth a sr‘t * of internal binary operations *_ isotonc, 
Patisfping certain conditions of no dispersion, of increasing and of substitution, and so that the 
greatest lower bound is distribkve relatively to *,. A finite subset A of G being given, this article 
gives a method for enumerating the maximal elements of the sub-algebra A* generated by A 
with regard to *. when A * is finite. This tlbethod. called disengagement algorithm, allows to 
examme each element once; it generalizes an algorithm giving the maGmaI n-rectangles of a part 
of a product of distributive lattices algorithm which already generalized a conjecture of Tison in 
Boolean algebra. Two apphcations are developed. 
1. Introduction 
1 .I. Definitions, notations, Rrst assumptions 
Let us consider an inf scmilattico G; its internal opt‘ration associative. wnxwta- 
tive and idemfotcnt, will be called the greatest lower bound and marked A ; its order, 
will be marked d : 
Wc also shall call the greatest lower bound 6 A c of b and c the restrictIon of c to b ; 
the restriction to 6 of a subset A C G will be the subset of the restrictions to h of 
the elements of A arld will be noted b 1 A. 
We suppose that (17 has, in addition of A, a set 
*= [y.;....,:‘r 
of binary internal operations *,, i = 1,2,. . ., n, with the nropcrties 
Vb,c,dEG,ViE{1,2 ,..., n}, 
* isotone: (MC) =3 
(( )) 
; (2) 
1 
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A distiibutive with regard to *: 
i 
bA c+d =(bhc)*(tmd). 
( ) (3) I I 
we shall write that an element 6 is an element of A or is obtained front A C G by 
at least one *-operation by b E A *. In particular, we have A c A * . 
):inaHy, we say that an element b is compatible with a subset A E G if there 
exists an element c 36 such that cEA*; we write 
(bEA)- (3cEA*: cab). I (4) 
1.1 the same way, a subset 8 C G is said to be compatible with A if each element 
E B is compatible with A ; then we write B 5 A 
Thus a generalization of (6) is: VB, C, D E P(G), 
(B 2 c)+ (BAD 2 CAP), 
where BhD={bAd: bEB,dED}. 
(c) The compatibility relation L preorde.ps P(G). 
Proof C is reflexive, 
A GA. (8) 
Let us show the transitivity of K, 
(ACB,BCC),-(AT;C). (9) 
If u is obtained from B by the *-oper;:ltions, since each element of B is s an 
ekment obtained from C, (2) gives th;it (1 is < an element obtained from c; 
there fore 
a 
(d) The 
Cc G, 
compatibility relation & is finer than the preorder 4~~ I%at is VB. 
(BfA)- (VbE.B,bCA); 
inversely, A will be called a cover sef of B, 
(3 
1.2. Elementary properties 
(a) The greatest lower bound is isotone ; that is, Vb, c, d E G, 
(c<d)+ (bAc<bnd). (6) 
(b) < induces on 9(G), the set of all subsets of G, a preordered relatkn, noted 
S,: VB, C E P(G), 
( ) 
B < C - (Vb E B,3c E C: b < c). (7) a 
(I3 z c); (BLC). 
(e) The *-operations are intensive : Vc E G, Vi E (I, 2, . . ., n), 
=(c M)*(c AC) by (3). 
1 
(1-t) 
=c*tc because A is idempotent. 
(f) ff b E G is compatible with A C G, then for all c E G. c /\ b is compatible with - 
ChAI 
(bcA)+ (chbCcAA). (15) 
PtooJ 
(bcA)=+ (3dEG: d*b.dEA*) by W, 
(d E A *) -=+ (c A d E (c A A )*) by (3), 
(b<d)+ (cI\b%chd) by m 
(16) 
(17) 
(181 
(c A b d c n d, c A d E (c /\ A)*) b (c A b G c A A) by (4). W) 
(g) If two elements c and d are lower or equal to a third element b, so it is true for 
their *-compounds: Vi E { 1,2, . . ., n ). 
(c<b,d<b)=+ (c*d<b). !W I 
&fore generally 
(A zb)=+(A’qb). (20 
Particularly, in a lattice G in which the least upper bound is wiittept v, we have : 
Vc,d E G, Vi E (1,2,. . ., n}, 
(22) 
Proof. 
(c%b)e(bhc=e), (23) 
(d < b) e (; i\ d = d). (24) 
Therefore by (3). 
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c*d=(bnc):(bnd)=bn(c~d). (2% 
(h) lf zhe order s on G is discrete, can element having only one or not any 
immediately lower element, is *-irreducible : Vb of G and having one or zero 
immediately lower element 
d T e = b with d s 6, e < b a (d = 6 and/or e = 6). (26) 
Proof. If b was not *-irreducible, it would exist d < 6, e -c 6, i E (1,2,. . ., n), ~0 
that 
d * e = b with d < 6, e i b. (27) L 
The fact that b has no immediately lower element is contradictory with (27); if b 
has one immediately lower element c, then 
d bc and e <c, (2F) 
d * e d c < b 
i 
by (20), 
inconsistent with (27). 
2. The disengagement algorithm for enumerating the maximal elements compatible 
with a subset of a finite (3 
A finite G and a subset A C G being given, it is possible, when no-dispersion, 
increasing and substitution conditions are verified, to obtain the maximal elements 
E A * by the following algorithm. called disengagement algorithm, a set of rules 
fixing the evolution of the couple (v) of two sets: a set G(u) of engaged elements 
and a set D(v) of disengaged elements. 
(1) Initially, the engaged set is A and the disengaged set is empty 
(0) = (G(o) = A, D(a) = 0). (31) 
(2) A couple (u) = (G(V), D(V)) with G(v) # 0 gins a coupk (1’ + 1) = 
(G(u + I), D(v t l)), 
(i) either by adjlrnction CO G(v) of ~2 element c L A, 
3c CA: G(v + 1) = G(v) u(c), D(v + 1) - D(v); (32) 
(ii) either by cancelling from G(v) a12 element c luwet than ~12 eltmctat E G(u) 
an& or lower or equal to an element E D(V), 
3C E A: G(v + I)= [G(v)]*‘. D(v i 1)= D(p)u(c). 
(3) The algorithm is finished when the engaged set is emptv. If (9 ) indicates the . 
corresptmding coicple ( v ), 
A sequence of couples (I’) one of which is deduced from the one before by (32), 
(3f)or (34). the first of which isgiven bv (31) and the last tv (35). will be written . . 
‘J(A)=((O).(l)&?) . . . . . (v),(v+ 1) . . . . . (9)) 
D( p ). wt’ say that 9 (A ) diwngages d. 
Far a given A, the disengagement algorithm enables us to build several 
sequences 5Z(A ). especially because of (32). Let us prove in two steps that, VT(A ), 
max D(v) = max(A *) (371 
if max B designates the subset of all maximal elements of a set B. 
We shall call the restriction to b E G of a couple (v) = (G (I*). D( v )) the co@ of 
the restriction to b of G(t)) and of the restriction to b ;>f D(v); this restriction of 
(1)) will be written b A(P). 
h A (v) = (h A G(v).b A I). (W 
2.1. Lemma 
Lemma. 21~ a sequence C&S ) and art element b E G. Then the sequence 
(b A (0). b A (I), h A (2). . . ., b A Lp )) of the restrictions to b of tble eiemerzts (v) E 52 (A ) 
is u seqidence 3 (b A A ). 
Proof. Proof is by kdarction. We suppose that (h A (I), (b A 1). (h I\ 21, . . . . (h b V) is 
the beginning of a sqlrcncc 5+(b A A ) and that (b A V) is also the restriction ;)f (II), 
element of a sequenc& P( A ), 
(r, A 1’ ) ‘I b A (1’). L-W 
Let us prove that if (v + 1) is obtained from (1)) by one of the rules (32). (33) or 
(34), one of these rules transforms also (h A v) into the restriction b A (v + I ) of 
(v+ 1) to b, 
(bAV+l)= hA(&‘+ I), (W 
beginning 
of E1 
sequence 
9(A) 
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(0) = (q, 0) -+b/\A,@) =(6/d; I 
I i 
(v) = (if+), D(v))2 b A (~9) = (b i vj 
beginning 
of a 
sequence 
CiJ(bAA) 
(a) Adjunction to G(v) of an element c G A. Then 
bA(v+l)=(bAG(v+l),bd(v+l)) by (37). (42) 
=(bnG(v)U{bAc).bAD(v)) by(32), (43) 
b A c is compatible with b A A by (IS); therefore (32) transforms (b A v) = 
(b A G(v), b A D(v)) into b A (v + 1). 
(b) Cancelling out of G(v) an element c < G(v) and/or 6 D(v). Then by (33), 
b A (V + 1) = (b A (G(v)- c), b A o(v)). (W 
If b A c # the restriction of an element E G(v) and # c, the formula (33) 
transform? (b A v) into b A (v -t l), cancelling 6 A (3, which is i b n {G( P)- c} 
and/or Q b A D(v). If b A c is the restriction of an element E G(v) and # c, 
hA(V+l)=(bAG(v),bAD(v)) (47) 
and the formula (32) can yet transform {b A v) into b A (P + 1) (in choosing 
c E G(v)). 
(c) Adjunction to D(v) of an element c C A, 
b A (v + 1) = (b A [G(v)]*‘, (b A b)(v)) U{b A c}). W) 
(3) gives 
b A [G(v)]*’ = [b A G(v)]*“~~‘. (49) 
(48) becomes 
bA(v+ ~)=([bAG(v)]*‘bn0,(6A~(~.+U(bAC},. 
By (IT), b A c C 6 A A and (34) transforms (b A v) into h A (v f 1). 
Finally, let us remark that 
(SW 
bA(O)=(bAA,0),G(bA(y,))-0, vW<Q: G(bA(w))#@. 
Therefore, this Iemma enables us to name the sequenceof the restrictions to b of 
the elements of a sequence 9(P, ), the sequence SB(b A .4 ) the restrietiorr JO b of 
%(A ). 
2.2. Additional conditions on * 
Now we suppose that the operations of * satisfy, in addition to the conditions (2) 
and (3), the next conditions (I(b) will be the set of all elements immediately lower 
than b): 
(a) Condition o! no-dispersion: Vf’.f” E I(b), Vi E (1,2,. . ., n), 
(f’~f”wPJ(f”l) =+ (f’yf” = 6). (52) 
Pf b has two immediately lower elechents, this condition becomes a consequence 
of (20). 
(h) i’ondit ion of increasing: VfmEI(t)).Vf’EI(b)-f”,ViE(1.2 . . . . . n), 
Vf * f’* and & U, t Itbt ,mf’. 
f’ *f” = 6 * 31 E{1*2,...,?2): (b = f’ ;f and/or b = f * f$ (53) I I 
(c) Condition of substitution: Vf’, f”, f” E I(b), Vi.j E {I,&. . ., it), 
( f' yf m = 6 and/or f m y f’ = b, f’ T f” = b and/or f” 7 f’ = b 
+ (3kE{L~,....n}:f”*f”=band/orfn*fm=b). 
04) 
k k 
2.3. Theorem. Let G be a finite inf semilattice with a set * of internal binary 
operatiopls *, sutisfying the conditions (2), (3). (52). (S3) and (53). Let A =$e a subset of 
G. Let b be an clement compatible with A. Then any sequence 2 (A 11 disengages some 
element greater or equal to b. 
PIWO~. Proof is by inductio,l on the order of the elements of G. Al1 the elements . 
considered in this proof b+ng to G. 
Let b E G, I(b) be the subset of all c:Iements immediately lower Aan b. B a 
subset of elements lower or equal to b and covering k 
it resutts 
b = fo, (58) 
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therefore 
bH?*. (W 
If card Z(b) G 1, b is *-irreducible by (26), b E B and any sequence 9(B) 
evidently disengages b. If card I(b) > 1, let us show that any sequence B(B) 
disengages bT supposing t.hat any element f’ E Z(b) is disengaged by any sequence 
9(F’) (with F’<,f’, f’& F’) and knowing that min G, the least element of G, is 
disengaged by a sequence CB(min G). 
The sequence D(O), Z?(l), D(2), . . ., D(v), D(v + 1). . . ., D(p) <Jf the disengaged 
sets of 9(B) satisfies 
W)=0cW)EW)c l *S;D(v)ED(v+ l)c*-*~D(cp). (W 
We call Z(V) the following subset of Z(b): 
z(u) = {f': f' E Z(b), f'$ D(4). (61) 
Then 
For any f’ E Z(b), the restriction of 9 (B ) to f’ disengages f’ hq hypothesis, 
therefore 9 (B ) disengages b and/or f’ ; then 
Z(Q)=0* VW 
The wpence Z(O), Z( 1). Z(2). . . . . Z(v), Z( u + 1 ), . ..,Z((F) is decreasing frt>rn Z(b) 
to 0. Let us call Z(p) the first element of this sequence so that 
D( Y -t- 1) is equal to D(V) by applying rules (32) or (33), or has an element c more 
by applying (34); if this element c is b, 9(B) disengages b; if not, l(v f 1) is equal 
to Z(V) or has an element less; therefore, with (6s). we write 3t * 
Lf”,f’, . ., f’. E Z(b) such that 
Z(p + 1) = {f', f', ’ - l ,f'l* ‘67) 
VLn1 E(I.2 ,..., L},ViE(1.2 (..., n}: f’*f’” ~{f’}LJ(f”}. w 1 
Bccausc bC Z(p), there exists an element E Z(p + 1) that we shall denote f I, and 
! E {1,2,. . ., n) such that 
and because the condition (54) of substitution. for there should be no contradiction 
with (68): ‘~‘1 E (2.3.. . ., I.}, Vi f (1.2,. . .- 12). 
P'*f'~{f")W(]*}, f'*f"~(f')u(f'}. WV 
I 8 
Now ue build a new sequence 
9’(B)= ((O),(l),(2) ,..., (cl )* (G’b + I), WII + I))* 
(71) 
(GYP + 2). D’(p + 2)). . . . . (G’(p), D’(p)). . . . ) 
the first eIements of which (0). (1). (2), . . ..(p) are the first elements of C?(B), the 
next elements (G’(p + I), D’(p + I)), (G’(p + 2), D’(p + 2)). . . . . (G’(p), D’(p)) are 
obtained from the clement before. (lu 1. ((G’(p + 1 ), O’(p + 1 I), * - ., 
(G’(p - 1). D’(p - I)) respectively. by application of (33). as long as possible 
G’(p) =s Up 1. (72) 
f'h G'(~)~(f'Af",f'.f'Af'.....f'Af‘). m 
The set of the elements d (f’ A f', f’ A f2,. . ., f' A f") is cfosrd for the operations 
of *:, bet ause VI, nt E (0,2,X . . ., L }, Vi E (I, 2, . . ., rt ). 
~~Af',:(i'nf",=f'n(f~~f~~ by(3), (74) 
f' A (f’ *f”) d f' A ({f'} U (f”}) by (68). (70) and (12), (7% I 
therefore 
cf’ hf’)*(f’hfm)~{f’~ff}tl{f’nf”). (76) 
I 
(61) and f'E I(p) give 
f' 4 D(cL )a 
Because 
D(Cr)=D’(~-tl)L.*.=G1’(P), 
we have 
f’ 6 D’(p), 
f' $! f' A D'(F). 
The restriction to 1 jf W(B) disengages by hypothesis f’; therefore 
f’ C f’ A G’(p 1. 
Therefore, by (73) and (76), f’ A G’(p) has an ekment h such that 
k <f’, h~(f'Ap,f'~~f',.~.,f'Af'~). W) 
It result 3 that )a is the restriction to f ’ of an element f E G’(p) such that, &eczuse 
Gb42 G’(P), 
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The condition (53) of increasing gives, with (69), 
3j E (1.2,. . ., II}: f’*f= b and/or f*fO= 6. (84) 
I ! 
Because 
WP + I)= WPVJ(P~, (89 
we have 
G(p + 1) = [G(j.#‘, (86) 
b & G(p + 1) by (83) and (84). (87) 
It results that the sequence restriction of 8(A ) to any elelnent b t A disengages 
b, thkrefore that C@(A ) disengages ome element greater or equal to b. 
2.4. Simplified disengagement algorithm 
{a) In order that the set of engaged elements should become empty, we may 
cancel any engaged element lower or equal to another element (systematic use of 
(33)) and 
realize no adjunction of elements to the set of engaged elements (forbidden use 
of (32)) or adjoin only elements E A * not lower or equak to an already known 
element; this last method accelerates the convergence of the algorithm by using 
new elements. 
(b) We may cancel any disengaged element lower than another element (en- 
gaged or disengaged). 
(c) With these two remarks and writing the elements in a tile, the algorithm L & 
becomes: 
r-- Algorithm of disengagement x an algorithm for determining max (A *) 
‘We write max A in a file. 
Successively, we “disengage” each element of the file at first the first on the left, 
then the second one, and so on till there is no more, in de terminin; its *-compounds 
with the elements on its right; such a formed *-comp(bund 
if it is lower or equal to an element of the file, is onritted; 
if not, is adjoined to the end of the file and we cancel the elements of the file 
which are lower than it. 
We are allowed to adjoin, at the end of the file, any element o A * not lower or 
equal to an element of the file. 
The syt of the elements, when the algorithm is finished, is the set max (A “) of the 
maximal elements compatible with A. 
3. Applications 
3.1. Enumeration of the maximal n -rectangles of a part of a product of dtstributive 
lattices 
The determination of the maximal n-rectangles of a part of a product of 
distributive lattices IS], particularly of the maximal rectangles included in a part of a 
rectangle [ 11 or 1-I) and of the prime implicants of a boolean function 121, is possible 
by the disengagement algorithm. Indeed 
(a) the operations +, are isotone (see [S]). 
(b) the greaiG:st lower bound is distributive by the operations *, (see: [5]), 
(c) the * verify the conditions of no-dispersion, increasing and substitution. 
Indeed two n-rectangles f’ and f” immediately lower than a n-rectangle 
b = (b,, b:, . l s. be- Iv bt. b,+. l . . be). 
or have the form 
f” = (b,. bt, l . . . h-,,f’L b,-1,. . ., bm), (fw 
where fi and f’: are two different elements immediately lower than b,; their 
*,-compound is b: 
f’.l”=(b,~b,.b~Ah,.....b,-,,~,b,-,,fl Vf:,b,,,/\b,, ,,... Tbn A&.,)=&; 
I 2 ‘ a*1 n 
or, in the other cases, have for *-compounds, elements lower or equal to f’ or f” 
The least upper bound satisfying conditions (53) and (54) of increasing and ;nf 
substitution, it is so for *. 
3.2. Case of a product of lattices in which not conserving border-line operations are 
defined 
Except for the definition of the operations *,, the hypotheses are those of the 
precedent case. The definition of an operation *, may call several least upper 
bounds (and not only one as in the precedent case). For example let us coflsider the 
case of tne product of three lattices with two elements: 
i= :6[ x 0:; x,l:i 
With the two’next’operations *,, 
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Let us use the algorithm of disengagement for the determination of the maximal 
elements of A * = {(O,, 12, la), (11, 02,03)}(*~-*2! We obtain 
let 
max (A *) = (It, Ir,lJ). 
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